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From the Editor
Welcome to the 33rd edition of On the Surface National Magazine.
This edition also welcomes Leonie Foster as the new National
Executive Director of the AWCIANZ, and based in Queensland.
We will invite Leonie to tell us about her first 100 days in the next
edition.
Congratulations to Jill and Greg Newman and staff from Nustruct for
the Jemena cover and story. These types of projects raise the bar for
our industry and also show what this industry is capable of
achieving pages 4 and 5.
The theme for this edition is financial, contractual and legal,
primarily due to the number of Building companies, Developers,
Contractors and Subbies who are either becoming insolvent, not
being paid or being ripped off, big time.
We have not neglected articles for contractors and you will find an
interesting piece on markups, pages 27 and 28 which our industry
really needs to address, as they are taking money off the bottom line
now due to unreal expectations from building contractors and home
owners for the default level 4 finish.
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Purchase orders (page 34) are an interesting story, with contractors
usually over the moon to receive them and then to start work only
to find there is an 80 page dubious dark document behind them,
wherein the terms have been so manipulated, contractors are
fortunate if they are paid.
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Profiling the AWCI RTO (page 11 ) was quite a challenge as there is so
much information available, we could only include a snippet, which
can be expanded by going to their web site or contacting the staff
direct.

ABS state dwelling approvals

Tape lift has its annual recurrence, so we have included a couple of
handy tip in ask the panel page 9.
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Did you know when the builder is accelerating the project, that he
needs to ensure the sheeting will not be subjected to moisture, so
we have provided an extract from the standard which may be of
assistance page 32.
Enjoy the only magazine of its kind in Australia written for Plasterers
and allied trades and services by those at the coalface of the industry.
Doug Smith

Terms, Conditions and Information
please see website www.awci.org.au
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COVER
STORY

Newstruct innovative construction
lit up at AWCI Awards
Newstruct was a proud winner at the AWCI Victoria and Australia and New Zealand
(ANZ) Award night last year with the Jemena Melbourne Office partitions and
ceilings fitout project.
The outstanding project took out the AWCI ANZ 2016
Non-Residential project over $500,000 and was also the
crowd favourite, voted as the “People’s Choice” winner
at both the State and ANZ Awards.

Reception custom ceiling underway
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The highly sought after $4 million contract plus
ceilings and partitions package was awarded by FDC
Construction & Fitout [Vic] Pty Ltd to Newstruct after a
lengthy quoting process. The 15,000m2 fitout project
would create a transformative, sustainable work
environment for Jemena’s current and future workforce.
Jemena is a leading Australian infrastructure company,
and their establishment as an anchor tenant in the
new 567 Collins Street building was noted as one of the
largest leasing transactions in Melbourne in 2015.
Construction across the seven floors was carefully
coordinated by Newstruct’s full time on site project
manager and three site foremen. During the seven
month contract, the team provided a flexible and
proactive approach, constant problem solving and
collaborative process between the builder, client,
architect and Newstruct.

Jemena Newstruct cont.

Continuous perforated plasterboard ceiling with class 5 coffered ceiling

Newstruct’s scope of works included a range of complex
ceiling, wall and partition finishes including doors. All of
these elements were interlinked by a number of design
features with substantial use of external curved corners
encompassing all ceilings and partitions. The hero of
the building was the interconnecting staircase featuring
curved lines at every bend, with a two-tier bulkhead
incorporating curved corners that framed the void edges
of each floor. The underside of the bulkhead and stair
soffit was highlighted by one uninterrupted LED strip
light following the curves from Level 11 to Level 17.

Custom metal pan ceiling panelling above feature stair void

Newstruct’s successful completion of this project
involved working hand in hand with their major
suppliers to ensure the efficient delivery and safe
movement of the huge quantity of premium quality
materials received on this complex central city site.
CSR worked closely with Newstruct to provide a
competitive specific job price for the Jemena project,
reflective of the size of the supply contract involved.
A variety of more than 8,000 plasterboard sheets and
stopping products were supplied by CSR. The Bayswater
CSR team delivered a seamless flow of products to
the site and were always responsive to extra requests
outside of the scheduled pre-orders. The premium CSR
products resulted in a consistently high standard finish
across the seven levels of walls, ceilings, bulkheads
and the iconic stairwell.

Studco, stud and track for the Jemena project. Daniel
Wearne and the MBS team provided unparalleled
service in supplying over 7,000 lengths of product,
always ensuring that they had stock set aside in
advance to meet Newstruct’s requirements. The
quality and versatility of the Studco materials provided
a reliable base for all the complex wall and ceiling
construction involved in the project. MBS were a
valuable source of technical support during the project.
Criterion Industries provided a range of components
including their Definium 90 partitioning suite, Aurora
aluminium doors and Decorum Flat skirting. The
Criterion partitioning products resulted in a modern,
streamlined and high end workspace for the Jemena
workforce. Newstruct was confident of the finished
product when using Criterion materials, particularly the
durability of the systems in a heavy use environment.
Jim Andrews and the Criterion team were always
available and responsive to ensure that delivery
schedules met the tightly staged program.
Newstruct’s highly skilled team of fully qualified
carpenters and plasterers, supported by an onsite
project manager and the office finance and accounts
managers is proud to have delivered this technical large
scale, time-sensitive project on schedule, resulting in
an award winning unique corporate centre for Jemena.

Looking to tender for similar or other projects?
Contact Newstruct
Phone (03) 8761 6151
Website www.newstruct.com.au

Melbourne Building Supplies (MBS) were proactive in
their specific pricing approach for the large volume of
www.awci.org.au 5

More about soffits
In 2012, I wrote an article titled ‘Soffits: The right way!’ outlining fundamental
installation learnings from a market field study of problematic soffits. The quality
of the install will dictate the performance and appearance over time but during
hand over, the soffit must satisfy what is deemed to be a ‘reasonable’ level of
finish in accordance to the project documentation.
1. Design and install the right sub frame
a.	Depending on the thickness of fibre cement
sheeting, sub framing can be spaced
between 450mm to 600mm apart, refer to the
manufacturers wind design table for your project
wind condition.
b.	Ensure the sub frame is well braced and can’t
be easily pushed up with your hands which may
cause sheet joint cracking.
c.	Villaboard lining should be battened out under
trusses due to their induced cambers and
expected movement. On small soffits <1200mm
wide it may be possible to fix Villaboard direct
but we recommend you have the project plans
reviewed by the manufacturer.
d.	Ensure frame edge support is installed around
the soffit perimeter to provide soffit sheet edge
support.
e.	Ensure appropriate ventilation is designed to
allow hot and moisture air to escape and dry out.
Cross ventilation is ideal if it can be incorporated.
2
I typically suggest around 5,000mm per perimeter
soffit metre.
		
Example: Soffit side 1 is 5,000mm long, you would
need 5 x 5,000mm2 = 25,000mm2 of ventilation for
that vertical side of the soffit. Repeat the exercise
for each side of the soffit. For large commercial
soffits more ventilation is required. Alternate
methods are also available.
2. Fibre cement linings suitable for external use
a. A soffit is not an internal ceiling.
b.	Even though it may be protected, wind driven
rain, morning dew, roof material, colour,
orientation and distance from roof to soffit lining,
are examples that will test the durability of an
external soffit. Typically products such as James
Hardie Villaboard lining are used for a seamless
finish. Expressed joint soffit linings such as
James Hardie Versilux and ExoTec façade panel
and fixing system can be used. They can add a
unique feature to a soffit but also help alleviate
the concerns of setting a soffit lining sheet. These
are also ideal for soffits close to the marine
environment, as there are no compounds or
perforated paper tape in the joints.

Alternate expressed joint soffit.
Suitable for non-set soffit and close to coastal environment.

3. Fasten right the first time
a.	Don’t overdrive. Each 1mm of fastener head depth
into the board can reduce the fastener strength by
up to 30%.
b.	Use class 3 fasteners as a minimum and class
4 within 1 km of large bodies of water. Note:
Stainless steel fasteners may be class 4 but react
to galvanised frame members to cause galvanic
corrosion, contact the fastener supplier for
information regarding the suitability of fasteners.
As a guide, the following fasteners may be used
with Villaboard lining.
		 Frame Thickness (mm) Fastener Recommended
		 0.55- 0.75 Buildex FibreZip screws
		 0.75 to 1.6 Hardiedrive™ screws
4. Consider sheet joint design and control joints
a.	Ensure set sheet joints butt together with NO
GAPS. Sheet gapping over 0.5mm can cause sheet
joint cracking.
b.	Use exterior grade joint setting compounds. James
Hardie recommends James Hardie base and top
coats with perforated paper tape or FibaFuse
tapes.
c.	At control joints, there must be total frame and
sheet separation.
d. Use the control joint summary table as a guide.
Control Joint
Roof Space
Roof Insulation
		Spacing
Less than 1m
Yes
3.6m
No
2.4m
Greater than 1m Recommended
4.2m max
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More about soffits cont.
good guide to use for soffits to help manage glancing
light condition.
Paint
Flat/matt/satin/low sheen
paint
Pastel/mid-tones
Non-critical
lighting

Critical
lighting

semi gloss/gloss
paint

Dark tones
Critical and
non-critical lighting

Residential soffit

TIP: When roof spaces are <1m you may want to look
at purchasing long sheets e.g. 3m or 3.6m to push the
control joint spacing from 2.4m to the sheet length.
Consider using expressed joint soffit systems like
Versilux lining sheets or ExoTec facade panels.

Substrate preparation is key

Level 5 finish
Anthony Milostic
Product and Solutions Innovation Manager,
James Hardie

n	Ensure the joints are flush to the sheet in accordance

with the Australian Standard.

n	A good quality sealer undercoat is essential and

backrolled, to prepare for the finishing coats. Exterior
paints are recommended for soffits.

Secondly, let’s ensure we achieve the desired level of
finish.
n	What was the agreed level of finish?

	Refer to written communications including tender
contractual obligations in regards to the level of
finish.
Know the answers to these questions?
n	What gloss level of paint will be used?

	Low sheen is the preferred top coat paint finish. A
general right balance between helping to hide surface
variations and maintenance. Higher gloss levels (will
require a Level 5 finish) may help with maintaining a
cleaner surface but will have a tendency to show up
any surface variations or irregularities.
n	Will a dark tone or mid tone finial finish be used?

	A Level 5 finish is required should glancing light
conditions be present. Glancing light can be caused
by light reflecting off walls, floors, bodies of water or
any location where the surface is subjected to light
being applied almost parallel to the drywall surface.
This, unfortunately, is one of the most frequent call
backs and disputed issues with soffits, in the early
service life of a soffit, followed by poor sheet joint
installation.
	This decision making process is well summarised
in the table following, courtesy of AS/NZS 2589.
Although it’s typically used for internal walls. It’s a
8 www.awci.org.au

For more information regarding the above
please contact the James Hardie Engineering
solutions team on 13 11 03.

Ask the Panel...
Q I have been getting tape lift in some of my joints,

in Ipswich Queensland, this summer just passed.
It has only happened on a couple of jobs and
mainly in the garages. I have been using 60 minute
base and perforated paper tape for the joint plus
mechanical setting tools. I have checked the paper
tape and it is perforated to let the air through. What
could be the cause?
Looking at the recesses in these pictures, there
does not appear to be any compound left in the
joints.

A Manufacturers all say, “First fill the joint” which is

a common issue with mechanical setting tools. Try
increasing the amount of compound being applied
under the paper tape. Also, depending on the
temperature, this being one of the hottest summers on
record, you may consider changing from a 60 minute
set to a 45 minute set. You may have noticed the
QBCC had put out a circular this summer warning the
industry of the effects of heat on many products used
in construction.
One of the problems on hot days when the ceiling
is heated up, the compound dries out before the
chemical setting process is completed, which also
causes tape lift. Try to start applying the shorter set
time compound as quickly as possible after mixing the
gauge.
Another problem with mechanical tools is that the mix
is sometimes diluted which also has a negative effect
on the compound. There is rarely anything wrong with
the compound which can usually be proven by looking
at the wall joints mixed from the same batch which are
without issue.
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PROFILE

Training with AWCI ANZ RTO
AWCIANZ RTO (Registered Training Organisation) is a National Training Provider
(70212) delivering qualifications, short courses and industry training.
Our trainers are knowledgeable and have more than 40
years’ experience within the Wall and Ceiling Industry.
As an RTO we are committed to providing quality
training in a timely and professional manner, consistent
with Industry standards.

Qualification Courses
Apprenticeship Training is delivered in the following
courses
n

CPC31211 Certificate III Wall and Ceiling Lining

n

CPC31011 Certificate III in Solid Plastering

Heritage repair work
n Stucco
n Solid Plaster
n Decorative Motifs
n Apply Set Coats
n Wind loadings
n Steel stud construction n Fire systems
n Intertenancy wall
n Acoustic Party wall
systems		 systems
n Façade & Render
n Expressed wall
systems		 systems
n	Suspended ceilings, exposed grid and screw up
systems
n

Training is delivered on-site at the convenience of the
employer, apprentice and trainer. AWCI ANZ RTO has
successfully been granted a Skills Victoria contract for
2017. Funding is available for eligible apprentices with
over 70 currently in training.

AWCI ANZ RTO Trainers are able to customise courses
to suit any company or customer. They are excellent
communicators and have the ability to impart Industry
knowledge. Our trainers eat, breathe, speak and sleep
the Wall and Ceiling Industry. They are passionate about
providing quality training delivered by Industry experts
aware of Standards and Procedures pertaining to course
delivery.

Trainers
AWCI ANZ RTO Trainers
and Assessors in the
Plastering Industry hold
current qualifications,
Certificates of Training
and Assessment and
approximately 40 years’
experience within the
Domenic Denino and Mark Toy
Wall and Ceiling Industry.
Building and Construction is a diverse area and our
trainers’ experience equips them to demonstrate
knowledge and skills relevant to Industry standards and
deliver quality outcomes. AWCI ANZ RTO Trainers are
knowledgeable and skilled in
Domestic housing
n
Wet area Systems
n
n	Extensions
n
- new and old		
n Commercial
n
construction		
n
n

Acoustic Systems
Insulation
Ornate Plaster fixing
and finishing
Shop work (mould and
cast making)

Industry Engagement
AWCIANZ RTO are engaging with key Stakeholders to
develop and deliver Quality Industry Training and where
possible access funding opportunities to grow the RTO
and enhance the resources we currently have available.
Training sites are being sought for some state training.
If you are aware of a suitable venue for delivering short
course within your state, please call Tanya Chudasko
(03) 9553 6363.
Tanya Chudasko as CEO of the AWCI ANZ RTO is a
member of a number of key committees and industry
engagement groups to ensure the RTO is relevant,
training is up to date and the RTO is compliant with all
Australia Skills Quality Authority standards.

For further information regarding the AWCI
ANZ RTO and Training opportunities, please
refer to our website www.awci.org.au/rto or
e-mail adminrto@awci.org.au
www.awci.org.au 11

Watch out for Level 5 in contracts
It has come to our attention recently that there are new
contracts in the marketplace which show:
Plasterboard drywall is to be installed in accordance
with Australian Standard AS/NZS 2589 (Australian/New
Zealand Standard. Gypsum linings – Application and
finishing) to Level 4 finish and Level 5 where required.

There are also requirements on the direction of drywall
sheeting and specific background tolerances that apply
to Level 5 finishes.

Glancing light or semi-gloss or dark tones all
require Level 5 finish

Firstly, it is most important to read the contract and
identify any of these difficult phrases.

A Level 5 finish requires consultation/cooperation
between the framer, plasterer and painter on an agreed
finish.

These five words, “and Level 5 where required” are just
too ambiguous and need to be removed.

Here is an extract from the standard to bring your
attention to Level 5, particularly Clause 3.1.5 Note 4.
3.1.5 Level 5
Level 5 shall be used where gloss or semi-gloss
paints are to be used or where critical lighting
conditions occur on flat or low sheen paints.
Level 5 finish is characterized by a parity of texture
and porosity. The surface texture shall be random
in fashion and monolithic, concealing joints and
fixing points.

No one mentioned the lighting

Leaving this clause in will have disastrous
consequences as you will end up doing a Level 5 finish
when you have tendered for Level 4 and to pay the cost
of repaint as well.

All joints and interior angles shall have tape and a
minimum of two separate coats of jointing cement/
jointing compound applied over all joints, angles,
fastener heads and accessories. All jointing
cements/jointing compounds shall be finished free
of tool marks and ridges.

Disaster 1	You have done your pre-paint, left the job
and the painter has then applied a semigloss finish to the surface.

A paint or plaster material shall then be sprayed,
rolled or trowelled over the defined area.

Disaster 2	You have signed off your job on the last
sanding stroke then the job has been
painted with a low sheen paint but with a
glancing light issue.

1. See Clause 3.1.1 for achieving agreed quality of
finish.

Disaster 3	You have signed off your job on the last
sanding stroke then the job has been
painted with a low sheen dark toned
paint.

3. When installed and jointed in accordance with
Clause 4.5, fibre-reinforced gypsum linings
inherently meet the requirements of Level 5
without the need for further surface treatment to
achieve parity of texture and porosity.

Disaster 4	All or any combination of the above.

NOTES:

2. A Level 5 finish does not mean the surface is
without texture variation.
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Watch out for Level 5 in contracts warning cont.
4. Level 5 finish is difficult to achieve and always
requires the cooperation of the framer, plasterer
and painter in establishing suitable work
practices that deliver the agreed painted finish
for the given project.

be minimized under the additional measures
applied under Level 5.
6. The surface of the defined area may require
sanding to be suitable for decoration.

5. Some minor surface imperfections may still be
visible in a Level 5 finish; however, these will

Too late for these glancing light and semi-gloss walls and ceilings

Recent High Court Decision –
Terminate contract or walk off site and
your right to security of payment is gone
There has been a recent decision of
the High Court of Australia that affects
the right of a trade contractor to make
a claim under security of payment
legislation where the contract has been
terminated (whether for default or the
trade contractor has walked off site).
Subcontractors must take steps to deal with a
circumstance where a builder has claimed to terminate
a contract where it does not have any right to do so.
Subcontractors should reject the repudiation and
demonstrate that they are ready and willing to complete
the works. You should seek expert advice in that regard.
If you have walked off site, you have nowhere to go
other than to court. This is expensive and the legal
proceedings could take years to finalise.
The bottom line is that taking legal advice and not
reacting emotionally may well bring about a suitable
outcome. Reacting emotionally will be a disaster.
The AWCI can assist you with training so call us on
(07) 3846 5688.
Kevin Avery
Specialist Consultant
16 www.awci.org.au

Don’t risk it… Do it right,
We’re here to help…
Not knowing the best materials or tools for the job is bad business. But not
knowing how to use the best products for the job can also have catastrophic
implications for the client, your business and your wellbeing.
Everyone is time poor, and while poring
through pages of supplier literature may not
be an option, being informed with up-to-date
information, is an essential part of what you
do.
OTS is here to help keep you up to date
with industry recommendations and inform
you about new supplier developments. It
might seem easier to keep using and doing
what you know and are familiar with, but
challenges are a natural part of every project
and they can also drive innovation. And
while you don’t want to do something new
every time you start a new wall and ceiling
project, working with professional and
reliable suppliers that provide local aftersales service throughout your project will
help to ensure you get a great result.
Use the supplier resources available to you, whether
that’s a Technical helpline or online tools and resources
that find the right system or correct installation method
to use. It is not only reassuring to know you’re doing it
right, but it is also making the best use of your time so
you can get on with finishing the job.
Knowhow is a suite of tools that has been developed
by Knauf through dialogue and an understanding of the
challenges in every wall and ceiling system project and
which is kept reassuringly up-to-date with the latest
building legislation and codes.
With practical tools for every stage of a project,
incorporating a BIM wall creator, online system selector,
K Spec tailor made project proposals and online
calculators, Knowhow is also Knauf’s team of expert
engineers and field based Technical Consultants.
So whether you need to know the optimum system for
your performance requirements; whether to joint sheets
in all layers of fire rated systems; or how to install
Stratopanel acoustic linings… Knowhow is only a phone
call away.
There is a wall / ceiling type summary section:
1. Original design wall code vs. proposed value
engineered wall code
2. C
 omparisons of technical performance of wall types –
thickness / max height / acoustic rating / fire rating,
etc.
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3. Summary / basic information about how the wall
looks and how the build up of the wall will be (type
of board, stud, stud spacing, type of insulation to be
used, etc.)
Each proposed system is detailed on a separate page:
1. Knauf system code reference from the manual
2. Detailed information on the partitions lining / metal
framing / insulation specifications
3. Detailed technical performance information of the
partition for maximum buildable height / sound
insulation / fire resistance level / thermal resistance,
where all mentioned performance numbers are
referred to with our test certificate number to provide
peace of mind.
Project Cost information (not illustrated)
1. Material and installation prices can be uploaded
to systems to generate supply and install cost
comparisons for each system
2. Comparison of originally designed wall with its code
vs. our proposed value engineered wall type.

For further information contact
Marketing department at Knauf
marketing@knauf.com.au
Phone 1300 724 505

Why success
in 2017 will
depend on
what you
do daily
Did you know that over 90% of business owners don’t really have a clear idea
about the results they would like to produce in the month ahead, let alone the
next 12 months? If you are one of the 10% of businesses that have some clear,
written and specific goals you would like to reach in 2017, then the following will
be of benefit.
It has been said that your daily habits are a reflection
of how you invest your time and therefore the quality
of your focus. If your daily habits are aligned with
your priorities and goals, you should accomplish and
produce the results you are looking for.
The following is a 5 Step approach to achieving your
goals in the year ahead:
1. Define what specific results you want
2. What are the key ingredients required?
3. Determine the priorities
4. Know the specific actions
5. Implement daily habits with your goal in mind
For example:
1. Specific Results
Peter has a #1 objective this year to manage his cash
flow much better than in previous years. His specific
goal is to have a minimum of $50,000 in his trading
account at all times.
2. Key Ingredients Required
n Detailed monthly cash flow forecast
n Invoice as soon as possible after the job is complete
n Increase prices
n Consistent gross profit margin
n Improve job productivity
n Follow up debtors promptly/automated
n Put aside allowance for profit first
n Monitor profitability of all jobs
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3. Main Priorities
n	Review invoicing and debtor management systems
and procedures
n	Review pricing model
n	Renegotiate terms with suppliers
n	Redo contract with review on payment terms with
customers
n	Choose a job management software that syncs with
your accounting software
4. Specific Actions to Take
n	Schedule 3 hours weekly to work on financial systems
n	Implement an automated debtor follow up software
n	Set up separate bank accounts for tax, profit, salaries
n	Implement team KPI’s on productivity
5. Daily Habits
n	Check/update cash flow forecast
n	Ensure invoicing has been completed and sent off for
complete jobs
n	Review all jobs and profitability
In this case the daily review of cash flow forecast,
ensuring that invoices are sent on time and also the
profitability of each job should only take 20 minutes,
however the discipline to do this daily will be reflected
in producing key results in the long term.
Jon Mailer
PROTRADE United
www.protradeunited.com.au

What’s New?
CSR Gyprock releases latest Red Book™
The industry’s most respected design guide has been
revamped to now offer 442 pages of best-in-class
performance detail, system information and technical
guidance for plasterboard industry professionals
selecting fire, acoustic and thermal wall, ceiling, column
and beam systems.
The new Red Book places
greater focus on specific
solutions for a range of
key applications with the
addition of 425 new systems
showcasing the latest
construction trends.
Section G External Walls
includes new detail to
support thermal performance
requirements, solutions to

address condensation issues and exciting new cladding
options. Users will also welcome the addition of a
stand-alone Ceilings section and a dedicated section for
EC08 plasterboard showcasing applications which may
significantly contribute to Green Star building projects.
The widely expanded technical details section includes
comprehensive, real-world junction details that are
replicable on site, covering penetration, portal frames,
bulkheads and discontinuous blade walls.
Now, users can access the Red Book wherever,
whenever and however they work thanks to the Red
Book Companion. This revolutionary cloud-based digital
application provides access to the Red Book on any
phone, tablet, laptop and desktop computer.

The Red Book is available via a free PDF from
gyprock.com.au/redbook, or as a printed copy
from Gyprock Trade stores.
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Stay on top
with your
emails
Smaller plastering
businesses operate by a
quotation and acceptance
process. To be efficient in
running our businesses we
also need to understand
that this is usually not the
end of it.
Many small contractors do not obtain a sign off at the
end of the job to indicate the customer accepts the
workmanship. The sign off also records acceptance of
the work which has been completed in line with the
quote and in accordance with the Australian Standard,
which was included on the quotation.
We receive many calls from small residential plastering
contractors (tier 3) saying they are having problems with
builders not paying and they have been chasing them
for ages for payment.

Let’s look at a typical example
Joe’s Plastering has just finished a job and the customer
has said it was ok, so Joe leaves the site expecting his
final invoice to be paid.
Nothing happens for two weeks and Joe rings the
customer only to find out that they are unhappy with the
stairway as they can see bumps in the wall every lunch
time. Joe goes to site, sees the problem and puts a skim
coat over the wall. He brings to the customer’s attention
the light causing the problem and explains it is not
caused by the workmanship.

A week passes and Joe contacts the owner who said
they were not happy with the job as they could still
see the bumps. Joe explains again as he did when he
was on site last time that the light shining in from the
skylight was causing the issue and the skim coat would
not be a perfect finish but would be an improvement on
the previously painted finish.
Another two weeks pass and Joe rings for the money
and the customer advises that he has engaged someone
else to fix the work and that he was charging Joe for that
and the extra cost of painting.

Where is Joe now?
He does not have a sign off.
He does not have any record of verbal or mobile
discussions.
He does not have the last payment from the job.
He has been advised that the cost of fixing the job has
used up the funds he was going to be paid.
He does not have a leg to stand on and why?
Verbal “He said, I said” has no value in business.

The Alternative
Start using technology and the correct job process. Send
a confirmation of every discussion via email promptly.
The main issue here is that any communication between
the contractor is by the mobile phone and that can be
disputed down the track.
Do not allow the customer to hold you out to ransom
by not requiring enough upfront payment as you have
very little leverage when the job is complete. You should
already have been paid up to 90% of the job before
completion, therefore if it turns ugly, the impact will be
painful but not devastating.
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What’s New?
Use the new Gyprock Red Book™ wherever, whenever and however you work!
The Red Book Companion has revolutionised the way
plasterboard industry professionals access system
information, performance detail and technical guidance.
This innovative, cloud-based application features the
full content of the new Red Book, redesigned for use on
any phone, tablet, laptop or desktop computer.
The application offers easy and quick navigation to Red
Book sections and sub-sections as well as an integrated
System Selector that assists with navigation to system
options that meet specific performance criteria.
Users can personalise the Red Book Companion with the
ability to bookmark systems of interest and add notes
and sketches. They can even share system information
with colleagues via email.
Access to technical support is even easier through the
Red Book Companion which provides the ability to start
a technical enquiry directly with the DesignLINK team.

To access the Red Book Companion, simply
SMS Red Book to 0400 813 813 and follow the
link or visit gyprock.com.au/redbook for more
information.

ON THE SURFACE DIGITAL

Sign up at www.awci.org.au to
get On The Surface delivered
straight to your inbox!

Keep the magazine in all your devices!
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Pre-Paint patching markups are
out of control
All too often AWCI attend sites where there are so many markup dots that one
would be better off skimming the entire surface (the same process to achieve a
Level 5 finish) than patching each individual fly spot. What is causing all these
problems in the face?
Firstly, as you can see from the pictures that the
majority of spots are all over the face of the sheet and
not necessarily the joints. We have been to many jobs
where every sheet up to head height has some form of
damage.

See the picture below. This is a skim coat as you can
still see the compound through the paint… This is not
good enough!

What is this telling you?
n	This has been caused by others.
n	Other trades have no respect for the wall sheeting.
n	The plasterer has extra work through the fault of

others.

n	The job is not being supervised correctly.
n	Builders are expecting a result far higher than a

Level 4 finish.

n	Inspections to the sheeting are not being done in

accordance with the Australian Standards and this
is currently a big issue. Scrutinising while standing
too close to the wall or highlighting blemishes with
a strong light are examples of incorrect inspection
methods.

The heaviest mark ups in a home are in areas where
there is an abundance of light. This goes above the
scope of a Level 4 finish, the standard level of finish
for our industry, where a Level 5 should have been
specified instead. The same applies to semi-gloss and
full-gloss paints being used as well as dark colours.

When the sealer undercoat is applied
then it may not have been backrolled or
there was insufficient paint applied. The
sealer undercoat which is the first paint
coat, cannot be a skim coat.
In many cases backrolling with a wet roller will fill up
many small cavities, pock marks, settle the nap of the
paper and fill up scratches. If the small scratches are
not filled it may mean the paint has been thinned too
much. Also, if the first coat is not backrolled it will not
have texture and in our industry, texture means hiding
power.

No patches in the recessed joint

Believe it or not, the Australian Guide to Painting AS/
NZS 2311 says paper-faced gypsum plasterboard
requires checking to ensure that all joints are prepared
to a smooth finish and are free of dust before the
application of paint. It doesn’t mention damage to the
face.
This establishes the painter’s expectation from the
plasterer for set joints that meet the standard. Anything
outside of this should be quoted as additional work by
either trade. The Builder should be offered the choice,
keeping in mind the extra time required to patch holes
and cut outs (e.g. misplacements by electricians).

Note: Clean recesses again
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Pre-Paint patching markups are out of control cont.
What can you do about it?
n	Get serious, if you want this practice to discontinue or

at least be the exception rather than the rule.

n	Ensure the board is delivered in good condition and if

not, take photos and send them to your supplier and
ask them what they are going to do about it.

Plasterboard is not manufactured with grout, no
more gaps, membrane sealant, holes cut in it, dents,
scratches and gouges or bumps from stones in the
back. Nor does it have some of the cardboard face
paper missing, footprints, coffee stains, drawings,
paint and lunch residue and site damage caused to the
recesses or butts when it comes off the production line.

n	Have your staff handle, store and treat the sheeting

with respect and ensure other trades do the same.

n	Work out where the damage is occurring and bring

this to the attention of the builder.

n	Supervise the job, especially being present when the

painter is applying the sealer undercoat. Don’t accept
a marked up wall that has only been spray coated.

n	Make sure there is only one pre-paint and it is signed

off when the markups have been done. From then on
it is the painter’s responsibility.

Who is responsible for site damage?

Does your quote cover damage by
others? If it is not then review your
pricing as pre-paint is not a free service
and takes a considerable amount of time.
Walk over the next job with the Builder and bring to their
attention that repairing damage by others is not in the
scope of your works and that you are NOT responsible.
Your scope of works is to fix the sheet, set the joints
and sand the joints to a smooth finish as per the
standard.
Educate the Builder on what to expect for a Level 4
Finish, clearing up any assumptions about the final
finish so you won’t be expected to deliver a Level 5
finish for a Level 4 price.

In summary
We have observed the most successful outcomes occur
when the plasterer sits down with the Builder and
painter before the job commences and discusses the
results they can expect for Level 4 or 5 finish and what is
required from them to ensure the job turns out to meet
specification. Also let them know that everything else
will be a variation.
Is this Level 4?

This is also an ideal time to find out from the painter
what gloss level the final coat will be. All too often,
the plasterer finds out by the Building contractor or the
supervisor complaining that the finish is terrible due to
a semi- or full-gloss paint being used.
Spend more attention on correct handling of the sheet.
When others are inspecting a Level 4 finish they take
two steps back (usually 1.5m to 1.8m) from the wall,
with no glancing light for a Level 4 finish.
Ensure you are being paid for the work you are doing.

When finished, glancing light will destroy this patched wall
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What’s New?
TradeMark Fasteners have introduced a 30mm collated
screw product to support the Australian Standard AS/
NZ 2589:2007, which clearly states that “screws used for
fixing gypsum linings to timber ceiling substrates shall
have a minimum length of 30mm”.
Features of this new product includes:
n	30mm length to align with the Australian Standards
AS/NZ 2589:2007 expectations
n	Head Stamped to reassure the correct screws have
been used
n	Dual Thread (Hi-Lo) for fixing to Timber or Metal
(max 0.8mm Gauge)
n	Conforms with manufacturers’ installation
specifications
n	A potentially cheaper option than the 32mm screws
currently available

To find a local retailer who stocks
this new product, please contact
sales@globaltradesupplies.com.au
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Proudly distributed by:

The AWCI has included the latest ABS approvals in this edition to highlight the current
market conditions on a state by state basis.

Dwelling approvals continue to
fall in January
The number of dwellings approved fell 2.1 per cent in January 2017, in trend terms, and has fallen
for eight months, according to data released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) today.
In trend terms, dwelling approvals decreased in January
in the Australian Capital Territory (19.4 per cent),
Queensland (6.8 per cent), New South Wales (4.8 per
cent), Northern Territory (1.7 per cent) and Western
Australia (0.3 per cent). Dwelling approvals increased,
in trend terms, in Tasmania (3.0 per cent), Victoria (2.9
per cent) and South Australia (1.1 per cent).
In trend terms, approvals for private sector houses fell
1.2 per cent in January. Private sector house approvals
fell in New South Wales (2.2 per cent), South Australia
(1.4 per cent), Western Australia (1.4 per cent),
Queensland (1.0 per cent) and Victoria (0.3 per cent).

In seasonally adjusted terms, dwelling approvals
increased by 1.8 per cent in January, driven by a rise in
total dwellings excluding houses (6.6 per cent). Total
house approvals fell 2.2 per cent
The value of total building approved fell 2.9 per cent in
January, in trend terms, and has fallen for six months.
The value of residential building fell 0.9 per cent while
non-residential building fell 6.8 per cent.

Further information is available in Building
Approvals, Australia (cat no. 8731.0) on the
ABS website at www.abs.gov.au

DWELLING UNITS APPROVED STATE TRENDS
NEW SOUTH WALES

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

The trend estimate
for total number
of dwelling units
approved in New
South Wales fell
4.8% in January
and has fallen for
seven months. The
trend estimate for
the number of private sector houses fell 2.2% in January
and has fallen for nine months.

The trend estimate
for total number
of dwelling units
approved in South
Australia rose 1.1%
in January after
falling for eight
months. The trend
estimate for the number of private sector houses fell
1.4% in January and has fallen for nine months.

VICTORIA

The trend estimate
for total number
of dwelling units
approved in Western
Australia fell 0.3% in
January after rising
for four months. The
trend estimate for
the number of private sector houses fell 1.4% in January
and has fallen for 22 months.

The trend estimate
for total number
of dwelling units
approved in
Victoria rose 2.9%
in January and
has risen for four
months. The trend
estimate for the number of private sector houses fell
0.3% in January and has fallen for nine months.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

QUEENSLAND
The trend estimate
for total number
of dwelling units
approved in
Queensland fell
6.8% in January
and has fallen for
12 months. The
trend estimate for the number of private sector houses
fell 1.0% in January and has fallen for 12 months.
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No Windows, No Plaster!
You may not be aware but the standard protects the plastering contractor if he or
she is requested to install plasterboard linings when it is obvious the site is not
ready with regards to moisture.
Just like driving through flooded waters – IT’S JUST NOT
WORTH IT! Especially for the builder when they could be
up for a fortune in rectification costs.

As a general rule – no windows…
no external cladding = no drywall
installation.
Reference: The Australian Standards AS/NZS 2589;2007
4.1 SITE CONSIDERATIONS
4.1.1 Site organization prior to commencement of lining.

It should also be noted that the background of plaster
linings should be at EMC (Equilibrium Moisture Content)
or around 15% moisture content. It is most important
not to fix plasterboard to backgrounds outside these
parameters.
On many projects the head contractor looks at their
Gantt Chart and decides that the work is not progressing
to schedule so they advise all relevant trades that they
are going to accelerate the project and usually ask the
likes of the plastering contractor to jump ahead of other
trades and start sheeting the walls and ceilings. This
may have an adverse effect on the drywall sheeting.
Another issue when projects are accelerated is the
amount of damage done to the plasterboard surface
after the plastering contractor has left the site especially
if the painter has also been requested to paint the walls
and ceilings.
When the project is done out of sequence, further
problems occur if any changes are made to the
specifications, which then adds extra cost should the
painted plastered walls and ceilings require extra work
or modifications, as the head contractor does not want
to pay a variation as they have a tendered package for
the paint and plaster.
Whilst plasterboard is a fantastic product, it is
essential to help building contractors to be aware that
plasterboard is made of gypsum and cardboard and as
such is at the mercy of the elements and reacts poorly
when treated incorrectly.
There is considerable information available regarding
moisture and plasterboard, all discussing the
detrimental effects of installing it in the wrong
environment, which can be sourced from drywall
manufacturers’ web sites.
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Sufficient areas in proper sequence shall be available
to enable the lining or partitioning work to commence
and maintain continuity as part of the programme. The
areas to be lined or partitioned shall be protected from
the weather and sufficiently dry to ensure that the fixed
gypsum lining will not suffer subsequent deterioration
due to moisture absorption.

Purchase orders are bad for your
hip pocket
There is a common practice amongst subcontractors of putting in a quote,
receiving a purchase order, going, “You beauty!” and starting work on site as fast
and hard as possible to get the job done.
The trauma starts when the builder advises that it was
a condition of submitting a tender that no payments
would be made until the subcontractor has signed a
large and detailed contract containing provisions that
are very adverse to the interests of the subcontractor.

Purchase orders, though they do have terms and
conditions, relate to the purchase of small commercial
items. They do not have any of the additional material
that provides details of the job or protection for the
subcontractor.
Contracts for the sale of plant pots do not have to
deal with all of the additional issues that relate to
construction projects such as practical completion,
delays, variations, acceleration and so on

No substitute for a contract
Now most people would say that is a good thing
because they do not understand all of that stuff and all
they want to do is plaster the project and get paid. The
reality is, if clauses geared to construction issues are
not included in the contract documents, the common
law will apply.

Now the subcontractor has to proceed because the
builder has them by the throat as the subcontractor
desperately needs payment for the work already done
and materials supplied on the basis of the purchase
order.
Even if the builder does not attempt to substitute a
substantial contract in place of the purchase order, the
subcontractor can find that the purchase order has left
him high and dry.

The trap of purchase orders
The main element to the subcontractor’s problems is
that there is nothing special or magic about the words
“Purchase Order”. They are merely a step in the offer
and acceptance process.
The next issue is that purchase orders are, in fact, a tool
most commonly used with the sale of small commercial
items such as… plant pots. They have no use with
respect to the supply and installation of building
materials and the associated scope of works.
The reason that subcontractors are so ecstatic when
they receive a purchase order is that they are often on
one page and do not seem to have all of the additional
“stuff” that seems so terrifying. The reality is that
purchase orders are a trap.
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For example, if the contract does not specifically provide
for progress payments, you will not be entitled to be
paid until the end of the job. Note very carefully that
the courts will not treat you with kindness and worth in
order to make sure you are treated what you perceive to
be “fair”. Instead, they will apply the cold hard law. If
you do not have the protection of a proper contract that
you have negotiated and know how to administer the
same, you could suffer significant losses or experience
significant costs in attempting to recover monies due to
you.
The outcome is that:
n	Those of you depending on the purchase order as an

apparently simple and easy way of life are dreadfully
exposed and vulnerable; and

n	Anyone starting work on the basis of a purchase order

with a contract to follow is putting their neck in a
noose.

The reality is that the only things you should be dealing
with are contracts containing all matters relevant to the
activities of a subcontractor. Purchase orders do not do
that.
The AWCI can assist you with training so call us on
(07) 3846 5688.
Kevin Avery
Specialist Consultant

AROUND THE STATES

President’s Report

Steve Langridge, President, AWCI Australia and New Zealand
As we move further into 2017, we look
forward to a new and progressive era for
the AWCI ANZ.
In the last edition, I wrote that Ian Swann
had resigned as the AWCIANZ Executive
Director and we would like to thank
Ian for all his hard work, diligence and
vision that took our Association to a whole new level of
professionalism during his tenure.
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome Leonie
Foster, the incumbent AWCIANZ Executive Director, who
commenced in the position in late February. We believe
Leonie will not only be able to continue the good work
and initiatives that Ian had begun, but after spending
some time with her, I believe we as an association will
continue to flourish with her fresh set of ideas and
enthusiasm.
Sad news for all the team at the AWCI as K Leung, our
Marketing Manager, resigned in February. K was a great
asset for the Association, her bubbly personality belied
a steely resolution in achieving the set goals. On behalf
of everyone, we wish her well in her future endeavours.

Annual Conference

Hamilton Island is the ultimate Queensland destination
with beautiful weather year-round, postcard perfect
beaches, and world class activities to suit delegates
and guests. The 2011 Hamilton Island Conference
attracted over 400 attendees and we aim to exceed
these numbers for this year’s conference.

National Executive
It has been a testing time over the past few months
for our National Executive without an Executive
Director. However, it is testimony to the quality of the
representatives from both the State and Executive
Members that this period was navigated with relative
ease.
I would like to extend a sincere thank you to all the
Executive delegates during this time as it shows the
strength of our national Association. Lastly, my thanks
to the office staff of the AWCI both national and state
based for their assistance during this transition.

Standards Review
We are currently recruiting for a Technical Manager.
Any enquiries to this role should be directed to
info@awci.org.au.
n	
The proposed standard AS/NZS 2589:2017 has a

couple of loose ends to be tidied after which will then
be ready for publication.

n	
AS/NZS 2785 suspended ceilings is in second draft

mode with the majority of changes coming from New
Zealand.

The AWCI ANZ 72nd Annual Conference will be held
from 8-11 October, 2017 at Hamilton Island, see the
flyer in this edition. The conference theme this year is
to “MAXimise Your Potential”, and we will be inviting
delegates to take an introspective look at their business
to build upon their internal processes and therefore
strengthen the resilience of the industry.

n	
The paint standard AS/NZS 2311 has been published

and due for release on the 3rd March.

n	
The APMF (Australian Paint Manufacturers Federation)

has also produced a pamphlet on the decoration
of plasterboard which is specific to drywall; a very
useful document.

The plenary program includes a powerful line up of key
speakers who are leaders both inside and outside of
our industry, and will provide valuable insights and
perspectives for attending delegates.

Become an AWCI Member today
A

INDUSTRIES

Australia & New Zealand

BE PART OF THE MOST SUPPORTIVE ASSOCIATION
REPRESENTING THE WALL & CEILING CONTRACTING AND ALLIED
INDUSTRIES.

For the membership application form visit our website at www.awci.org.au
Enquiries: 07 3846 5688 Email: info@awci.org.au Web: www.awci.org.au

AWCI ANZ RTO Training Update
Accredited
insulation installer
courses are
available in all
states and are
scheduled based
on demand.
Further information
pertaining to
course dates and locations is available on our webpage.

Certificate III
Qualification
AWCI ANZ have successfully
secured a Non-Victorian
Skills First contract
for 2017. This contract
enables eligible learners
to access governmentsubsidised training in the
CPC31211 Certificate III
Wall and Ceiling Lining and
CPC31011 Certificate III
Solid Plastering qualifications.
AWCI ANZ RTO is dedicated to providing quality training
and assessment. Training for apprentices and mature
age learners is conducted on-site in conjunction with
the employer.

Short Courses
The Association of Wall & Ceiling Industries, AWCI ANZ,
is dedicated to providing readily accessible courses that
allow trades and industry participants to increase their
knowledge and skills.

Industry Insulation Courses
The accredited industry insulation installers course
provides an enhanced understanding of your
obligations and responsibilities when installing
insulation in walls, ceilings and underfloor.
This course is supported by:

Quality Assure Fire-Rated Lining Systems
Course
This CPCCBC4047A Quality Assure Fire Rated Lining
Course provides participants with skills and knowledge
to understand the correct applications and methods
of fire rated
lining systems
and collects
evidence to the
manufacturer’s
specifications
in accordance
with Australian
Standards.
The course covers:
n

Characteristics of Fire-rating FRLs, RISF

n	Evidence process of ceilings, walls, columns,

beams, shafts, metal, char factor, perimeters and
penetrations

n

Overview of WHS

n

Acoustic Rw/Rw+ctr

Refer to our website for course dates.

Construction Induction
AWCIANZ RTO are running CI courses on a regular basis,
please contact us for further information.
AWCIANZ RTO facilitate the transfer of state specific CI
cards (i.e., red, blue, yellow) to Nationally recognised
White Cards.

For more information on any events or
training courses please contact AWCI ANZ
RTO for details on (03) 9553 6363 or email
adminrto@awci.org.au
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AROUND THE STATES

Queensland

Chris Galbraith, President, AWCI Queensland

State of the Industry
Whilst the South East and some regional areas are all
going very well, there is now an overabundance of units
in Brisbane, which, with the tightening of bank finance
will see the current slowdown extending. This will not
affect the Gold and Sunshine Coasts.
One issue surfacing is the number of building
companies becoming insolvent with our contractors
being taken big time. Unfortunately, with delays in
payment from the larger contractors, some second
tier plasterers are going into liquidation. These are
troubling times with names being bandied around town
of contractors who are holding out subbies for extended
periods and finding reasons not to pay, for example
insurance certificates of currency.

Industrial Issues

The Qld Premier and the
Minister for Housing and
Public Works talking to
industry on site during
the launch

On 30th November the
Queensland Government
launched the Queensland
Building Plan which was to
close on the 28th February but
extended to the 15th March.
Minister for Housing and
Public Works, the Honourable
Mick de Brenni said, “The
Queensland Building
Plan consultation was an
opportunity for industry and
consumers to help shape
the course of the state’s
$44 billion building industry.”

The main topics of interest for the AWCI were:Security of Payment. The AWCI Qld has looked at
the Northern Territory draft and suggested to the
Government to review that in the process as it looked
like a reasonable model. We are also working in the
retentions area trying to secure their abolition. We have
been in contact with construction associations and have
received their support which has also been tabled with
the Government. Many of our members and the trade
have also registered their objections, so we trust the
industry voice will have an impact
Non Compliance. There are
currently issues with non-compliant
products being used in Queensland
construction (and nationally as
well). The AWCI Qld has registered
a submission suggesting that all
products are tested by recognised
Australian testing authorities under
the control of a regulatory authority
similar to the NCC (National
Construction Code). The AWCI
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Qld also included non-compliant installation in their
submission as this is considered at least as significant
as non compliant products.
Licensing reforms and certification. The government has
noted there are too many licenses in the construction
industry, 90 of which are in the fire sector. They want to
substantially reduce that number and the AWCI Qld has
been working with them in the Passive Fire, at the same
time streamlining the licence to better suit our industry.
It is also on the table that installers of the passive fire
systems will require a licence.
Other items. Kevin Avery’s contracts management
course a.k.a. Survival Course is still attracting a full
house in the last course and participants commenting
that it was a great awakening and a confidence booster
when dealing with some of the tricky contracts and
builders in the field.

Technical Issues
n	
The Crane Lifting working group has engaged a third

party reviewer of the processes with the outcome
expected soon to ensure the shopping list approach
to various board types and accessories is fully
workable.

n	
Construction Skills Queensland (CSQ) has granted

118 Passive Fire Course placements at a subsidised
rate of $300 for members, launched on the 1st
March. Places are being taken up promptly with some
companies nominating 5 or 8 of their staff to attend.
AWCI Qld is also working with CSQ to obtain funding
in a theory only course in Passive Fire Protection with
some top tier builders confident of receiving funding.

n	
The AWCI Qld are working with Artibus and are

interested in attending some working groups
regarding the curriculum for Drywall Trade
Apprenticeships.

n	
The AWCI Qld has had a meeting with the QBCC

Commissioner, Brett Bassett, and brought to their
attention errors in their standards and tolerances
guide as well as their website showing incorrect
qualifications for Passive Fire certification. We have
been assured that industry will be involved in future
reviews.

Social Items
The annual golf day on the 22nd May is selling fast
with only 35 places left, out of the 128. Don’t be
disappointed, ring Jane in the office (07 3846 5688) to
book your team.
KEY DATES

Mar 16
May 22
Aug 12
Aug 29

Gold Coast Regional Meeting
Annual Golf Day
Gala Dinner
Annual General Meeting

AROUND THE STATES

New South Wales

Tony Roberts, President, AWCI New South Wales

Golf day
By the time this edition
of On The Surface goes to
print AWCINSW would have
held its 2017 Golf Day at
Macquarie Links. I am happy
to report to you that we
have received tremendous
support for this event and we are looking forward to
providing a run down and some pictures in the next
edition, but in the meantime, many thanks to all the
sponsors and players for what is expected to be a
great industry social day with loads of opportunities to
network and have some great sporting fun!
This year, one of our sponsors has generously offered to
provide a golf Pro on the day. The Pro will play the first
shot on Hole No. 11 for anyone who donates a gold coin,
or note, to the charity Save Our Sons. AWCINSW are
encouraging our teams to support this worthy cause
and bring lots of gold coins and notes to take advantage
of the opportunity. Further information regarding
Save Our Sons charity can be found by clicking on
www.saveoursons.org.au.

Things Happen
Every now and then we get a situation where a member
may contact us looking for assistance to get them
out of a situation they may have inadvertently found
themselves in.
Recently a member did the bit extra, like so many do,
and reconnected some 12v down lights to the existing
power supply. Only problem was that he went to the
supply for the fan and now of course when the fan is on,
so are the lights. When these things happen AWCINSW
work with our advisers and Fair Trading to try to sort the
problem out.
When things like this happen we believe it is worth
warning our members, if doing the occasional
electrical reconnect job, then to protect yourself, your
licence and the public, you need to get the electrical
reconnection qualification. For more information
visit www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/ftw/Tradespeople/
Home_building_licensing/Licence_classes_and_
qualifications/Disconnection_reconnection_of_fixed_
electrical_equipment.page

AWCI NSW Training
Our apprentice training continues to grow as NSW
Members show their support for our apprentice training
program through the AWCINSW RTO. AWCINSW are now
commencing the transition of our current apprentices
from our previous Fee for Service training to the NSW
Government’s Smart & Skilled training contracts. We

will be in contact with members who have apprentices
with AWCINSW shortly regarding the transition from
Fee for Service to Smart & Skilled. The transition is
an administrative process only and will create no
disruption to the apprentice training.

Recognised Prior Learning
Have you the skills and experience in plastering but
never went for your qualification? AWCINSW are able
to assist you and currently have a program that targets
individuals with relevant work experience in the wall
and ceiling industry who will benefit from a trade
certificate where an apprenticeship is not appropriate.
Our program allows you to have your industry skills
assessed through recognition of prior learning (RPL)
in order to gain your trade qualification. It is not an
expensive process and will add enormous value to
your business. Give us a call today to discuss on
(02) 9891 6188.

Stilts
AWCINSW continue to deliver stilts safety and
maintenance training to plasterers
using stilts. Congratulations to the
crew at G&K Looney Plastering in
Wagga who recently all underwent
successful AWCINSW stilts safety and
maintenance training. All successful
participants received a stilts safety
and maintenance card that verifies
that the stilts users has undergone
the AWCINSW industry training for best safety practice
when it comes to stilts. We would encourage all Stilts
users to undergo this training – if you need further
information about this training please contact AWCINSW
on (02) 9891 6188 or email
awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au.

Welcome to our new members:
Corbett Internal Linings, Elliott Plastering Solutions,
Rod Crossman Plastering, Sydney Pressed Metal,
Fitcom Interior Designs.
Welcome to our the AWCIANZ Executive Director
On behalf of the AWCINSW Executive and AWCINSW
Members, I would like to take this opportunity to
welcome Leonie Foster as the AWCIANZ Executive
Director. NSW look forward to working with you in the
future to ensure sound outcomes for our association
and the wall and ceiling Industry.
KEY DATES

Aug
Awards of Excellence
Aug	Western Sydney Apprenticeship and
Traineeship Expo
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Victoria

Robert Vogt, President, AWCI Victoria

Membership Forums

Build Better
The Association of Wall and Ceiling Industries of
Australia and New Zealand Inc. (AWCI ANZ) and Master
Painters Association of Victoria and Tasmania (MPAV)
have jointly commissioned a paper that brings together
the relevant data with a view to assisting governments
around Australia with future regulatory assessment
processes.

Together with our partner PROTRADE United, AWCIV
participated in a trades-based business information
workshop focusing on How to Win More Quotes and
Proposals with Higher Margins.
The emphasis of the workshop was to communicate to
participants how to stay competitive in the market and
make a profit – how to successfully win more business
without sacrificing profits. Practical business tools
and information were provided along with networking
opportunities with like-minded people.
The Membership Forum scheduled for March 22nd is
“Power Your Profits!”

Social Events
The Annual Golf Day is being held on Monday 27 March
at Heritage Golf and Country Club, with the course
designed by legendary golfer Greg Norman. Sponsors for
the day include Rondo Building Supplies, CSR Gyprock,
BGC, USG Boral, James Hardie, Newstruct and Boarpro.
To book your spot call (03) 9553 6363.

Research conducted over the past two decades in
Australia and overseas in relation to the incidence
of defective building work in the residential building
sector, together with the data collected, strongly
support the need for further regulation of the building
and construction sector.
Research indicates that over 5% of the value of
residential building work in Australia each year is
defective building work requiring ‘non-productive’
re-work.
The estimated cost of rectifying defective residential
building work in Australia in 2015-16 was a staggering
$3.3 billion.
Regulator and home warranty (domestic building)
insurance data suggests that approximately 10% of
defective residential building work is ‘minor’ defective
work.
A significant proportion of this work is attributable to
work carried out by finishing trade contractors. Analysis
indicates that in 2015-16 defective residential building
work, attributable to finishing trade contractors, cost
the Australian economy over $232 million.
The paper supports the need for legislation. A copy of
the paper id available on the AWCI webpage.

Awards of Excellence

BaSE – Business and Social Exchange

The AWCIV Awards of Excellence will be held on Friday
18 August at Leonda by the Yarra, Hawthorn and all
entries will be displayed during the evening. Entry forms
have been e-mailed to all members and are available
on our webpage www.vic.awci.org.au. Closing date
for entries is the 24 July. Sponsorship opportunities
are available and highly desirable for the Awards of
Excellence.

There is an opportunity to share business success
stories and learn from each other whilst exchanging key
business advice in a social environment. Refer to our
website for the information regarding the next meeting.

AWCIV are looking for women in our industry to join our
Business and Social Exchange Group.

KEY DATES

Apr 19
BaSE Forum
May	Member Forum - Technical Talk Round Table
Discussion
Jul
Apprentice Challenge
Jul 24
Awards of Excellence nomination closing
Aug 7
AGM
Aug 18	AWCIV Awards of Excellence Gala Dinner
- Leonda by the Yarra, Hawthorn
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AROUND THE STATES

South Australia

Phill Cooymans, President, AWCI South Australia
The second quarter is now in full swing, but looking
back at our Christmas function at the Kentish Arms,
thank you to everyone joining for an end of year
celebration. We are always looking for more contractors
to come along and be part of our events.

Residential sectors. There seems to be an increase in
plans and quotes coming across estimators’ desks,
giving the impression we are moving in the right
direction in 2017.
For our South Australian members, Mad March is upon
us and I would like to remind you that the SA Awards
Night is on May 26th. Time is running out to get your
entry in as applications close on 3rd May.
AWCI ANZ is producing a 30 second TV Commercial to
raise awareness of the Industry and the advantages of
being a member and employing a member of the AWCI.
Progress on the commercial is coming along and we are
expecting it to go to air across all states and channels
by mid-year.

STOP PRESS 17th February 2017 from MBA
Considerations to avoid a commonwealth work ban:
n	
Businesses will be banned from Commonwealth-

funded work if they don’t meet the requirements of
Building Code 2016.

n	
Changes to the Building Code 2016 will prevent

From coming on board as President this year, having
been on the committee for many years, I am intending
to call one past or present member each day, to
introduce or reacquaint myself, and to have a quick chat
to discuss how you are finding the current market and if
there are any issues that we are able to assist you with
both State or Nationally.
So far, the feedback I have received has been
positive whether you work in either the Commercial or

businesses with non-compliant enterprise
agreements from winning work on any
Commonwealth-funded project from 1st September
2017.

n	
Your Enterprise agreement needs to comply with

Building Code 2016 by 1st September 2016.

KEY DATES

May 5
Awards of Excellence nomination closing
May 26	Awards of Excellence Gala Dinner
- Hilton Adelaide

AROUND THE STATES

Tasmania

Warren Banks, President, AWCI Tasmania

Annual General Meeting & Awards
of Excellence
The AWCI TAS AGM was held on the 18th February 2017
at the Lufra Hotel. There were two changes with Danny
Sward elected for Vice President and Michael Langford
for Secretary. Warren Banks has been re-elected as
President for AWCI Tasmania for the next year along with
John Cowley re-elected as Treasurer for 2017. Welcome
to everyone and I look forward to the continuous
progress of the Association.

The AGM was a great weekend, kicking off with dinner
and drinks on Friday night with a good turnout. The
AGM followed in the morning with everyone gathering
at lunch time before heading out for the Pennicott
Wilderness Tour which did not disappoint. The night was
capped off with the Awards of Excellence in which:
n	
Best Commercial Plaster Project 2016 went to

Lapham Commercial Plaster for their work in the
IMAS Building
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Tasmania cont.
n	
Best Heritage Plaster Project 2016 went to Brock

Plaster for Dysart House

n	
Best Residential Plaster Project 2016 went to Noel

Kaine Plastering

n	
Apprentice Awards 2016 went to both Stuart Batt and

Kallum Kubuki

Steele, Michael Langford, Peter Durovic, Danny Sward
and John and Cathy Cowley for their backing. Having
a strong support base is essential to the future of this
Association seeing we are all volunteers trying to better
an industry that supports us as a whole.

Congratulations to all winners, with exceptional work
done throughout. I would also like to say big thanks
for the support and sponsorship AWCI TAS received for
the weekend from major sponsors along with interstate
couples that contributed to our great weekend.
2016 has been a strong year for Tasmania with growth/
big investment and unemployment at a record low. As
President for 2017 I’d like to thank everyone that has
supported me throughout this term; including Clinton

The Association has had a great foundation throughout
the year, past and present and it’s great to see from
my perspective the support that industry gives behind
the scenes. Achievements are never easy, with the
Association pushing for licensing for the trade, training,
contractor awareness; whilst membership growth is
small, we are making ground.
KEY DATES

TBA
Mar 22
Mar 24
May 17

Dates for training courses
General Meeting
AWCI membership presentation
General Meeting

AROUND THE STATES

Western Australia
Nigel Collicott, President, AWCI Western Australia
The AWCIWA Annual General Meeting was held on
November 26, 2016 with Nigel Collicott being elected as
President.

Members of the AWCIWA are able to contact any of the
Executive Committee to address any query they may
have.

The following were elected to the Executive Committee:

I would like to thank Belinda Goddard, Kim Prout and
Geoff Collicott for their support and for giving me the
opportunity to take on the role of President of AWCIWA,
I look forward to the task. We have a very strong
Executive Committee in our state and we have many
short and long term goals to work through.

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Nigel Collicott
Premier Ceilings (President)
Don Behets 	Old School Technical Training (Vice
President)
Kim Prout
Prout Ceilings (Past President)
Ian James
BGC Plasterboard
Brad Cross
Ceiling Solutions
Jimmy Monastra CSR Gyprock
Garry Whitelaw North Metropolitan TAFE
Derek Dunmall Proline Plasterboard Contractors
Brendon Cave
Rondo Building Services
Hayley Cassidy South Metropolitan TAFE
George Yang
Topend Ceilings
Emil Plej
USG Boral
Tracey Chester W.A. Direct Plasterboard
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We are in the process of consulting with our members
first, then local builders and relevant authorities to
consider the need of introducing Trade Licensing in WA.
Then, should the response be positive, we will initiate
a taskforce sub-committee, who will seek advice from
other states and trades on the best way forward.
We are resurrecting a Products Night into our calendar
that we hope will provide excellent exposure for the
exhibitors and the opportunity to network.
We have several sub-committees and we invite any one
of our members to join. They are Technical, Training,

Western Australia cont.
Marketing and Social. For more information on any of
these please contact us at adminwa@awci.org.au.
The AWCIWA are also in the process of setting up our
Facebook page and apprentice forum page.

Social Events
South West Sundowner – 2 March 2017
AWCI WA together with Premium Building Supplies in
Busselton organised a sundowner for contractors in the
southwest region to strengthen our ties and be of more
assistance.
Industry Product Night Sundowner – Gloucester Park –
10 March 2017

The AWCIWA are hoping to make this an annual event
bringing the industry together, this event is open to
members and non-members.
AWCIWA Golf Day – Wembley Golf Course – 5 May 2017
The Annual Golf Day is back at Wembley Golf Course;
sponsorship opportunities have been sought with
places still available, so contact our office for further
information. Last year was a great turnout and we are
hoping for another successful day.
Annual Gala Dinner & Awards Night – 26 August 2017
Our Annual Gala Dinner & Awards night is being
held at the Crown Perth on Saturday 26 August 2017.
Nomination forms have been sent out for the Awards of
Excellence.

Industry Events
Apprentice Challenge – 19 May 2017
This year our Apprentice Challenge will be held at
North Metropolitan Tafe. We are running this differently
in 2017, as we will have judges on the day scoring
apprentices on OH&S and Planning and Organisation
which will comprise 35% of the total score. The
remaining 65% of the score will be completed by a
judging panel who are coming in after the challenge
has finished; this will be done anonymously. We invite
members to see this event in action, and welcome your
attendance between 8:30-11:00am or 1:30-4:00pm.

The AWCIWA Executive Committee decided to
incorporate a sundowner with an exhibition, with 19
confirmed exhibitors; this evening was a fantastic
evening for all. Participating exhibitors were CSR
Gyprock, BGC Plasterboard, WFI Insurance, Wallboard
Tools, North Metropolitan Tafe, South Metropolitan Tafe,
Rondo Building Services, Kingspan Insulation, AMF
Performance, Ultro Construction Recruitment, James
Hardie, Rescom, Westgyp, Versatile Building Products,
3M Australia, TBA Firefly, Construction Training Fund,
Intex and Makita.

We offer an invitation for volunteers to judge these
projects; please note, you would need to be available
for the full day. The results will be held confidentially
and announced at the Awards of Excellence Gala Dinner
2017.
KEY DATES

May 5
Annual Golf Day - Wembley Golf Course
May 19
Apprentice Challenge - North Metropolitan TAFE
Aug 26	Annual Gala Dinner & Awards Night
- Crown Perth
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You are on a horse,
galloping at a constant
speed. On your right
side is a sharp drop off,
and on your left side is
an elephant traveling at
the same speed as you.
Directly in front of you is another galloping
horse but your horse is unable to overtake
it. Behind you is a lion running at the same
speed as you and the horse in front of you.
What must you do to safely get out of this
highly dangerous situation?

Apparently “Do not touch” is one of the scariest things
you can read in Braille.
Message on gravestone
with an epitaph saying,
“Died because he did not
pass on the message to 10
people within 24 hour.”

!

There is a technical term
for a sunny day with a
beautiful blue sky and
25˚C, which follows two
rainy days: Monday.

Get off the merry-go-round, you’re drunk!

A lady tells the nurse at a maternity
hospital, “I think I will call my
daughter Anna.”
The doctor tells the lady, “Sorry that
name is already taken, but you can
name her Anna532 or Anna_153.”

During labour, the pain is so great that a
woman…. Can almost imagine what a man
feels like when he has the flu.
Twisted proverbs
Mother superior tells two new nuns that
they have to paint their room without
getting any paint on their clothes.
One nun suggests to the other, “Hey,
let’s take all our clothes off, fold
them up, and lock the door.”
So they do this, and begin
painting their room. Soon they
hear a knock at the door. They
ask, “Who is it?” “Blind man!”
The nuns look at each other
and one nun says, “He’s blind,
so he can’t see. What could it hurt?” So they let him in. The
blind man walks in and says, “Hey, nice bodies. Where do
you want me to hang the blinds?”

There was a young girl
from Madras
Who had a most beautiful ass

The early bird gets the worm, but look what
happens to the early worm.
When the cat’s away, chances are that it’s
been run over.
If the shoe fits, buy the other one.
The early bird gets the worm, but the second
mouse gets the cheese.
If at first you don’t succeed, try, try again then
quit… No use being a fool about it.
If God had intended us to be nudists, we
would have been born with no clothes on.
Many hands want light work.
He who laughs last, didn’t get it.

My wife stopped using headphones while vacuuming.
She had just finished the whole house before realising
the vacuum wasn’t plugged in.

Not rounded and pink

Teacher: Would you rather have one-half of an orange or five-tenths?

As you probably think

Harry: I much rather have the half.

But Grey with long ears,
and ate grass
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Teacher: Now think very carefully Harry and tell me why.
Harry: B
 ecause you lose too much juice when you cut the orange into five-tenths.

Who’s Who
at AWCI ANZ

PRESIDENT
Stephen Langridge, Langridge Ceilings
c/o AWCI ANZ
PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3846 5688
VICE-PRESIDENT
Stuart Phelps, Tauranga Plasterers
PO Box 9097, GREERTON 3141, New Zealand
Ph: +64 21 716 310

A

INDUSTRIES

Australia & New Zealand

Membership, Administration
and General Assistance Enquiries
AWCI NEW SOUTH WALES
Jane Barnes PO Box 450, PARRAMATTA NSW 2150
Ph: (02) 9891 6188 E: awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au
AWCI QUEENSLAND
Jane Smith PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3846 5688 E: janes@awci.org.au

TREASURER
Harry Chudasko, Chad Plaster Contracting
1366 North Rd, OAKLEIGH SOUTH VIC 3167
Ph: (03) 9544 8899

AWCI SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Sharon Curyer c/o Adelaide Business Hub
6 Todd St, PORT ADELAIDE SA 5015
Ph: (08) 8440 2438 E: adminsa@awci.org.au

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Leonie Foster, 6/435 Montague Rd,
WEST END QLD 4101
Mobile: 0401 296 062
Ph: (07) 3846 5688 E: leonief@awci.org.au

AWCI TASMANIA
Warren Banks 9 Auburn Rd, KINGSTON BEACH TAS 7050
Ph: 0438 163 448 E: warren.banks@tastafe.tas.edu.au

NEW SOUTH WALES REPRESENTATIVE
Tony Roberts, Macquarie Drywall Pty Ltd
PO Box 43, CARDIFF NSW 2285 Ph: (02) 4954 9866
QUEENSLAND REPRESENTATIVE
Gary Wood, Supreme Interiors
c/o AWCI QLD
PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3846 5688
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN REPRESENTATIVE
Stephen Langridge, Langridge Ceilings
30 William St, CAVAN SA 5094
Ph: (08) 8349 8850
TASMANIAN REPRESENTATIVE
Clinton Steele, Brock Plaster
PO Box 1630, Eastern Shore DC, MORNINGTON TAS 7018
Ph: (03) 6228 1411
VICTORIAN REPRESENTATIVE
Harry Chudasko, Chad Plaster Contracting
1366 North Rd, OAKLEIGH SOUTH VIC 3167
Ph: (03) 9544 8899

AWCI VICTORIA
Tanya Chudasko 451 Warrigal Rd, MOORABBIN VIC 3189
Ph: (03) 9553 6363 E: tanyac@awci.org.au
AWCI WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Belinda Goddard PO Box 1819, MALAGA WA 6090
Ph: 0433 586 119 E: adminwa@awci.org.au
AWCI NEW ZEALAND
Richard Arkinstall PO Box 45098, WATERLOO
LOWER HUTT 5042 NEW ZEALAND
Ph: Ph: +64 27 288 3770 E: admin@awcinz.org.nz
AWCI ANZ TECHNICAL MANAGER
E: technical@awci.org.au
AWCI ANZ MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS
PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3846 5688 E: marketing@awci.org.au
“ON THE SURFACE” MAGAZINE EDITOR
Doug Smith PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Mobile: 0408 006 538
Ph: (07) 3846 5688 E: dougs@awci.org.au
Welcome to:

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN REPRESENTATIVE
Kim Prout, Prout Ceilings
PO Box 132, BELMONT WA 6984
Ph: 0407 988 465
NEW ZEALAND REPRESENTATIVE
Stuart Phelps, Tauranga Plasterers
PO Box 9097, GREERTON 3141, New Zealand
Ph: +64 21 716 310

Leonie Foster
AWCI ANZ Executive Director

